There have been multiple attempts to demonstrate that quantum annealing and, in particular, quantum annealing on quantum annealing machines, has the potential to outperform current classical optimization algorithms implemented on CMOS technologies. The benchmarking of these devices has been controversial. Initially, random spin-glass problems were used, however, these were quickly shown to be not well suited to detect any quantum speedup. Subsequently, benchmarking shifted to carefully crafted synthetic problems designed to highlight the quantum nature of the hardware while (often) ensuring that classical optimization techniques do not perform well on them. Even worse, to date a true sign of improved scaling with the number problem variables remains elusive when compared to classical optimization techniques. Here, we analyze the readiness of quantum annealing machines for real-world application problems. These are typically not random and have an underlying structure that is hard to capture in synthetic benchmarks, thus posing unexpected challenges for optimization techniques, both classical and quantum alike. We present a comprehensive computational scaling analysis of fault diagnosis in digital circuits, considering architectures beyond D-wave quantum annealers. We find that the instances generated from real data in multiplier circuits are harder than other representative random spin-glass benchmarks with a comparable number of variables. Although our results show that transverse-field quantum annealing is outperformed by state-of-the-art classical optimization algorithms, these benchmark instances are hard and small in the size of the input, therefore representing the first industrial application ideally suited for near-term quantum annealers.
There have been multiple attempts to demonstrate that quantum annealing and, in particular, quantum annealing on quantum annealing machines, has the potential to outperform current classical optimization algorithms implemented on CMOS technologies. The benchmarking of these devices has been controversial. Initially, random spin-glass problems were used, however, these were quickly shown to be not well suited to detect any quantum speedup. Subsequently, benchmarking shifted to carefully crafted synthetic problems designed to highlight the quantum nature of the hardware while (often) ensuring that classical optimization techniques do not perform well on them. Even worse, to date a true sign of improved scaling with the number problem variables remains elusive when compared to classical optimization techniques. Here, we analyze the readiness of quantum annealing machines for real-world application problems. These are typically not random and have an underlying structure that is hard to capture in synthetic benchmarks, thus posing unexpected challenges for optimization techniques, both classical and quantum alike. We present a comprehensive computational scaling analysis of fault diagnosis in digital circuits, considering architectures beyond D-wave quantum annealers. We find that the instances generated from real data in multiplier circuits are harder than other representative random spin-glass benchmarks with a comparable number of variables. Although our results show that transverse-field quantum annealing is outperformed by state-of-the-art classical optimization algorithms, these benchmark instances are hard and small in the size of the input, therefore representing the first industrial application ideally suited for near-term quantum annealers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum annealing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] has been proposed as the most natural quantum computing framework to tackle combinatorial optimization problems, where finding the configuration that minimizes an application-specific cost function is at the core of the computational task. Despite multiple studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , a definite detection of quantum speedup [13, 21] remains elusive. Random spin-glass benchmarks [13] have been shown to be deficient in the detection of quantum speedup [11, 14] , which is why the community has shifted to carefullycrafted synthetic benchmarks [19, 20] . While these have * Electronic address: alejandro.perdomoortiz@nasa.gov shown that quantum annealing has a constant speedup over state-of-the-art classical optimization techniques, their value for real-world applications remains controversial.
Although the first proposal for a quantum annealing implementing combinatorial optimization problems with real constrains as they appear in real-world application was proposed close to a decade ago [22] , the question of whether a quantum annealer can have a quantum speedup on any real-world applications remains an open one. From the many applications implemented in quantum annealers (see for example, Refs. [17, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ), fault diagnosis has been one of the leading candidates to benchmark the performance of D-Wave devices as optimizers [26, 29] . From the range of circuit model-based fault diagnosis problems [30] we restrict our attention here to combinational circuit fault diagnosis (CCFD), which in contrast to sequential circuits, does not have any memory components and the output is entirely determined by the present arXiv:1708.09780v1 [quant-ph] 31 Aug 2017
inputs.
Using CCFDs, we illustrate the challenges and the readiness of quantum annealers for solving real-world problems by providing a comprehensive computational scaling analysis of a real-world application. We compare quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations and quantum annealing experiments on the D-Wave Systems Inc. D-Wave 2X quantum annealer to several state-of-the-art classical solvers on conventional computer hardware. More specifically, in this work we strive to answer or discuss the following questions:
1. What is the payoff of investing in the construction of specialized quantum hardware that natively matches the connectivity and interactions (e.g., many-body terms in higher-order Hamiltonians) dictated by the cost function of an actual application?
2. What could be the impact in the computational scaling of different annealing schedules or the addition of more complex driver, such as non-stoquastic Hamiltonians?
3. Does quantum Monte Carlo reproduce the computational scaling of the current generation of D-Wave quantum annealing machines?
We discuss the importance of each of these algorithmic and architectural design aspects related to each of the questions above, from an application-centric and physics-focused perspective. It is demonstrated that CCFD instances based on Boolean multiplier circuits are harder than other representative random spin-glass benchmarks. This makes the diagnosis of Boolean multipliers a prime application for benchmarking quantum annealing architectures. Although we demonstrate that quantum annealing with a transverse-field Hamiltonian is outperformed by state-of-the-art tailored algorithms [31] , CCFD instances are ideal industrial application problems for testing incremental improvements in near-term quantum annealers and novel quantum algorithmic strategies for optimization problems.
II. BENCHMARK PROBLEM
To benchmark quantum annealers with different physical hardware specifications, we generate a family of multiplier circuits of varying size. The circuit size is determined by the size of two binary numbers of bit-lengths n and m, respectively, to be multiplied. Figure 1 illustrates the layout of the multiplication circuit for two binary numbers, each of length k.
The optimization problem consists in diagnosing the health status of each of the gates in the circuit, given an observation vector consisting of inputs and outputs, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . For the generation of the problem instances, we focus on problems where the output is not consistent with the multiplication of the two input numbers and therefore the system is expected to have at least one fault. Under the assumption that all the gates have the same failure probability, the problem of finding the most probable diagnosis is reduced to finding the valid diagnoses with the minimal number of faults (see Appendix C for details). It is important to note that all CCFD instances used in this study were randomly generated by injecting a number of faults equivalent to the number of outputs in the circuit [(n + m) for a (n-bit) ×(m-bit) multiplier circuit]. After the random fault injection of cardinality (n + m), a random input is generated and the corresponding output is obtained by propagation of the input under the corresponding fault injection. Hence, we guarantee that every random input/output pair generated this way has at least one solution. The simpler strategy of generating random input/output vectors can lead to problems that do not have a solution under the diagnosis model. In the case of instances with many valid minimal solutions, we count all the ones found by the stochastic algorithms in the estimation of the success probability.
From a computational complexity perspective, the CCFD problem is NP-hard [33] , and it corresponds to the minimization task we aim to solve either with quantum annealing on the D-Wave 2X device (DW2X) at NASA, a continuous time version [34] of simulated quantum annealing (SQA) [6, 12, 13] as a QMC-based solver, or other classical optimization techniques, such as simulated annealing (SA) [35, 36] , parallel tempering Monte Carlo (modified as a solver) [37] [38] [39] combined with isoenergetic cluster updates [40] (PTICM), or current specialized SAT-based solvers tailored for this CCFD problem described in Appendix B.
To perform a scaling analysis it is key to be able to generate a data set with varying input size and with a high intrinsic hardness such that classical solvers have a harder time, increasing the chances that our instances fall into the hard asymptotic regime for both classical and quantum approaches. This has been one of the challenges for benchmarking early quantum annealing devices, where the first proposals [12, 13] were convenient but turned out to be too easy for benchmarking purposes [11] . More recently, benchmarking have focused on carefully-designed synthetic problems [16, 19, 20] . However, as we shall demonstrate in Sec. III B, CCFD-based problems are the hardest benchmarking problems currently available.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Benchmarking real-world applications Figure 3 summarizes the main challenges when benchmarking applications with quantum annealing devices. The first step consist of translating the standard format describing the rules and constrains of the minimization problem into a pseudo-Boolean polynomial function H P (s P ), with domain s P ∈ {+1, −1}
NP and co-domain in R. Appendix C details the construction of H P (s P ) for this problem of minimal fault diagnosis in combinational circuits. The task to be solved consists in finding, within the search space with 2 NP possible solutions, the assignment s
Multiplier circuits used to generate our CCFD benchmark instances. In this example the multiplication of two numbers represented as k-digit binary numbers, a1a2 · · · a k and b1b2 · · · b k is shown, resulting in a product output of length 2k, corresponding to p1p2 · · · p 2k . HA and FA denote half-adder and full-adder circuit modules, respectively. Example of a model-based fault-diagnosis in combinational circuits (CCFD) on a small full adder circuit. In this work, the CCFD optimization problem consists in finding a smallest set of Boolean gate outputs that, when stuck-at-one, match an input/output observation vector. This setting where one restricts the expected fault behavior of the gates is known as the strong-fault model (see, for example, Ref. [32] ). Although in principle each gate can have a characteristic fault mode, without loss of generality, we adopted stuck-at-one as the fault mode for all gates. Generalizations to other common fault modes and multiple fault modes per gate are detailed in Appendix C. In this example, the flagged XOR gate is faulty, because its nominal behavior should yield an output equal to zero. The diagnosis explains the input {i1 = 0, i2 = 0, ci = 0} and the apparently anomalous output {c0 = 0, Σ = 1}.
PUBO problem which stands for polynomial unconstrained binary optimization problem. Note that sometimes these problems are also referred to as HOBOs, i.e, higher-order binary optimization problem. The specific case of a quadratic function leads to the known QUBO [41] which is the type that is natively implemented in D-Wave quantum annealers. See Appendix. A for more details on the quantum annealing implementation.
In the case of the benchmark of multiplier circuits, the standard problem description format is a list of propositional logic formulas similar to the ones given in Fig. 3 , corresponding to the nominal behavior of each gate within the full-adder circuit illustrated in Fig. 2 . For the case of the strong-fault model [32] considered here, one needs to add specific propositional logic formulas associated with the expected behavior when each gate is faulty. Without loss of generality, and for the purpose of the benchmark generated here, we considered that whenever any gate fails, it would be in a stuck-at-one mode or equivalently, in propositional logic, f i ⇒ z i . Here f i denotes the health variable associated with the i-th gate and z i its corresponding gate output. Note that f i = 1 means faulty and f i = 0 nominal. Extensions to other fault modes are described in Appendix. C. In the specific mapping considered here, s P contains the health variables, along with variables specifying the values for each of the internal wires within the multiplier circuit.
A generic classical solver such as SA or PTICM can tackle the optimization problem in th PUBO representation directly because one can easily evaluate H P (s P ). As shown in Sec. III C, working in this PUBO representation is the preferred approach from the application perspective. As mentioned in the explicit mapping construction in Sec. C, H P (s P ) is a polynomial with at most quartic degree, independent of the circuit size. A quantum annealer capable of implementing such quartic polynomials can certainly aim at solving the problem in this representation. Given the possibility of such experimental designs (see, for example, Ref. [42] ), we also consider hypothetical quantum annealers that we study using 
Generation of benchmarks driven with real-world scenarios flowchart. The first challenge consists in finding an efficient translation of the natural description of the optimization problem into a pseudo-Boolean function [panel (a)], HP(sP), with domain sP ∈ {+1, −1} N P and co-domain in R. The resulting polynomial unconstrained binary optimization (PUBO) problem consists in finding assignments s * P which minimizes the quartic-degree polynomial HP(sP) [panel (b) ]. This specific degree, known as the locality of the Hamiltonian (here, 4-local), arises from the effective local interactions between gates with two input variables xi,1 and xi,2, the wire output zi, and the health variable, fi, associated to each gate. By adding ancilla qubits, (a), the quartic (4-local) sisjs k s l and cubic (3-local) sisjs k terms can be reduced to an effective 2-local Hamiltonian defining an effective quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) version of the problem instance [pabel (d)]. Finally, minor-embedding can be used to embed the QUBO into the physical hardware -in this case the chimera structure (see Fig. 7 ) of the DWave quantum annealers [panel (c)]. The cost of the embedding is an additional overhead in the number of qubits. While the "propositional logic" panel contains the description of the full-adder circuit in Fig. 2 , the remaining are realistic representations of one of the smallest instances from our multiplier circuit with 23, 33, and 72 qubits (or spin variables), for its PUBO, QUBO, and DW2X representation, respectively. In this work, we assess the impact on the performance of each of these representations and also perform experiments on the DW2X. Steps 1 -4 denote some of the desiderata for an application to be a potential candidate for benchmarking next generation of quantum annealers. Note that while the D-Wave device requires the embedding of a QUBO. However, future hardware implementations might include k-local interactions with k > 2. Therefore, we perform the classical simulations both in the QUBO and PUBO representations to compare both approaches.
SQA to assess the impact in the performance of working with a quantum annealer that can natively solve the PUBO problem. Unfortunately, no such devices exist to date and there is an overhead in representing the quartic (4-local) and cubic (3-local) monomials in H P (s P ) with a resulting only-quadratic expression (2-local). The contraction techniques [43] used to reduce the locality incur an overhead of variables by introducing ancillas (for a tutorial of a specific practical example see Ref. [22] ). This is not desirable because it increases the search space from 2 NP to 2 NQ , with N Q the number of variables s Q in the resulting new quadratic expressions H Q (s Q ) as the new representation from H P (s P ). s Q is now the union of the health variables f , the wires x, and the ancilla set a. The overhead is linear in our case as shown in Fig. 9 . The next challenge presented in Fig. 3 towards implementing a real-world application is that most likely there will be quadratic term in H Q (s Q ) representing qubit-qubit interactions not present in the physical hardware. This will be the case unless one specifically design the layout of the quantum annealer hardware to match the resulting connectivity graph dictated directly by the application through H Q (s Q ). Representing the logical graph withing another graph is called the minor-embedding problem [44] . For the case of the connectivity graph pre-defined in the D-Wave devices, also known as chimera graph, we use the heuristic solver developed in Ref. [45] . As can be seen in Fig. 9 , the overhead is linear given the relatively sparsity of the graphs resulting from the multiplier circuits. This is an encouraging result given that the overhead for an all-to-all connectivity graph embedded onto the chimera architecture is quadratic in the number of variables. A much larger problem than minor embedding when embedding an application onto a limited connectivity hardware graph is parameter setting. For example, there is no rule of thumb as to how strong the couplers for a set of ferromagnetically-coupled qubits defining a physical qubit should be. A sweet-spot value is expected, however it is not easy to determine or predict in the most general setting. In this work, and for all the experiments on the DWave 2X, we used the strategy proposed in Ref. [46] for both setting the strength of the ferromagnetic couplers and for the selection of gauges. The final challenge when embedding applications is the requirement that the pseudo-Boolean function to be minimized has a low precision requirement because ana-log quantum annealing machines operate on a limited precision dictated by the intrinsic noise and finite dynamical range of parameters found in these devices.
Summarizing, from our experience with applications, the CCFD instances considered here are the best candidate to match each one of the aforementioned requirements. The mapping from propositional logic to PUBO is compact and efficient given that in the digital circuits considered here all the input, outputs, health variables and wires are all binary variables, the resulting QUBO graph is sparse enough that the overhead to embed onto hardware is linear, and the randomlygenerated instances have a higher intrinsic hardness compared to other random spin-glass previously studied, as will be shown in Sec. III B.
B. Hardness compared to other random spin-glass benchmarks Figure 4 addresses the hardness of instances embedded in the chimera topology (C) generated from the CCFD data set by comparing to random spin-glass problems used to benchmark the performance of D-Wave quantum annealers [see Eq. (A1) for the actual Hamiltonian to be minimized]. Bimodal instances were the first to be used in benchmarking studies [12, 13] and are the simplest to generate. For these, the available couplers in the D-Wave 2X are randomly chosen to be J ij ∈ {±1} with biases h i = 0. The reason why random bimodal instances are too easy for quantum and classical algorithms alike is their high degeneracy resulting in a large number of floppy spins. To overcome this problem, Refs. [14, 47] introduced couplers distributed according to Sidon sets [48] combined with post-selection procedures. These naturally increase the hardness of problems by reducing degeneracy to a minimum and removing floppy spins. For the case of Sidon instances [47] the values of the couplers J ij are randomly selected from the set {±5, ±6, ±7}, with h i = 0. Planted/C instances correspond to an attempt to increase the hardness of random spin-glass instances (see Ref. [16] ), but with a known solution. For the data shown, we asked the main author in Ref. [16] , if he could provide us with the hardest set of instances he could generate; the only restriction being that they would need to be generated randomly and not being postselected for hardness as the rest of all the other families of instances here. The attempt consisted of drawing the couplers from a continuous distribution instead of from a discrete distribution as the one in the original paper, Ref. [16] , or as in the case of the Bimodal and Sidon set considered here. Figure 4 (a) illustrates that already for approximately 600 variables the CCFD/C instances are at least one order of magnitude harder than Sidon/C which is the hardest set among the random spin-glass problems. Figure 4 (b) summarizes the asymptotic scaling of each of these problem types, clearly separating our CCFD instances from any of the random spin-glass instances, with Sidon and Bimodal having roughly the same scaling. Here we assume that the time-to-solution TTS in µs can be fit to TTS ∼ exp(b √ N )] with N the number of variables. This conclusion is independent of the percentile consid- ered as shown in Fig. 10 in Appendix. F. Our results also show that the attempt to make hard planted instances did not provide any additional hardness compared to the other random spinglass problems, at least when they are evaluated with PTICM. Therefore, the CCFD/C instances are not only harder in terms of computational effort, according to TTS, but also from a scaling perspective.
The data set Bimodal/CCFD provides insights as to why these instances are hard. There are three options of why these instances are intrinsically harder than any other random data set explored here. One option is that the underlying CCFD graph defined by the QUBO problem for each multiplier type has some sort of nontrivial long-range correlations or a much higher dimensionality in such a way that the problems, when minor-embedded onto the chimera lattice, become harder than typical chimera instances. Another explanation relies on the characteristic value of biases h and coupler values J in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (A1)] that in a nontrivial way define a very complex-to-traverse energy landscape. Furthermore, there could be interplay between the two aforementioned options. To address this question, we generate Bimodal instances on the native QUBO graph defined by multiplier circuits of varying sizes, denoted here as "Bimodal/CCFD." If the underlying graph contain features that intrinsically "host" hard instances, then one would expect that both the scaling and TTS could be different than those on the chimera graph. Figure  4 shows that the Bimodal/CCFD instances happen to be even easier than the Bimodal instances embedded onto the chimera graph. This means that the intrinsic hardness of these CCFD instances most likely is related to the structure and the relationship between the specific biases h and couplers J values defining them. Further studies are being performed to study this in more detail. N , in the latter we analyze the resource requirements by the application-specific variables, namely the type of multiplier used. The physics perspective here aims to answer questions about the performance of quantum annealing compared to other classical solvers on a comparable footing, ignoring for a moment that the instances were generated from a specific application. For example, we compare here the performance of quantum annealing to other classical and alternative quantum solvers on instances represented on a chimera graph (C); similar to previous extensive benchmarking work on synthetic random spin-glass instances. We go beyond such studies and provide as well insights on the performance of quantum annealing for the QUBO (Q) instances on their native graph dictated by the CCFD application and also on hypothetical quantum annealer devices capable of natively encoding up to quartic interactions (P).
For the physics scaling analysis we chose to plot the TTS . SQA/C runs were performed with an optimized linear schedule, as well as the DW2X schedule, marked with "ls" and "dws" subscripts, respectively, (details in Appendix D).
computational effort as a function of √ N , with N being the problem size in terms of number of spins, regardless of whether the problem to be minimized is in a PUBO (P), QUBO(Q), or chimera (C) format. This selection is motivated by the linear relation between any pair of problem sizes N P , N Q or N C (see Fig. 9 ) and the fact that the scaling for problems on the quasi-planar Chimera graphs is expected to be a stretched exponential, largely due to its tree width ∼ √ N C , in contrast to a tree width ∼ N characteristic of fully-connected graphs [49] .
The analysis from the application perspective aims for insights on the performance where the sole purpose is to find the solution to the CCFD problem. Here, it is natural to plot the TTS computational effort as a function of a characteristic property of the circuit scaling with the problem size, regardless if one considers a symmetric multiplier, mult[n-n] or an asymmetric one, i.e., mult[n-m]. We chose this quantity to be the number of gates in the circuit, N gates (or more precisely N gates ), which is justified given the linear relationship between N gates ∝ N P ∝ N C illustrated in Fig. 9 , and the expected stretched exponential behaviour in √ N C discussed above for chimera graphs.
a. Limited quantum speedup - Figure 5 (a) compares the single-core computational effort of SA, PTICM, SQA (with both linear and DW2X schedules), and the experimental results obtained with the DW2X quantum annealer. Represented with diamond symbols in Fig. 6 and with values on the right axis, we plot the asymptotic analysis performed by considering only the four largest sizes from each of the data sets. From this scaling analysis and the value of the main scaling exponent b (slopes of curves in Fig. 5 ) for the chimera instances SA/C and DW2X, it can be seen that we also find here limited quantum speedup (without optimizing annealing schedules) [21] as found for the benchmarks on synthetic instances used in the study by the Google Inc. [19] . From this physics perspective, there seems to be even a quantum advantage when comparing with SA at the PUBO level, SA/P, which happen to have a better scaling than both of their quadratic counterparts, SA/Q and SA/C. The values are close enough that one has to be careful because the real b phys (DW2X) might be larger than the calculated in our analysis due to sub-optimal annealing time [13, 21, 50] . On the other hand, note that the quantum advantage at the level of the same representation where b phys (DW2X) b phys (SA/C) also holds against any of the optimized SQA/C implementations, either with a linear or DW2X schedule. Although we believe that it is very unlikely that sub-optimal time can change our limited quantum speedup conclusion because b phys (DW2X) b phys (SA/C), we note that optimized SQA corroborates these claims. This scaling advantage already yields a difference of approximately six orders of magnitude on a single-core CPU in the TTS between DW2X and SA/C for the largest problem studied (mult ).
b. SQA vs DW2X and impact of the annealing schedule -From a computational prefactor perspective note that the computational effort for the DW2X is smaller by six to eight orders of magnitude than the SQA/C implementations with either linear or the D-wave schedule. It is important to note that the TTS in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) is for SQA as a classical computational solver. For a fair comparison of the scaling of SQA to that of a physical quantum annealer such as the DW2X, the SQA TTS results must be divided by N to account for the intrinsic parallelism in quantum annealing, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Further analysis of the scaling comparison of SQA and the DW2X device can be found in Appendix D.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate that the selection of a poor schedule (the D-wave schedule in this case in comparison to simpler linear one) can have a significant impact in the computational efficiency of SQA as as classical computational solver. As discussed in Appendix D, most likely the difference is only at the level of a prefactor and most likely it is not a scaling advantage. Whether there are schedules that can change the asymptotic scaling remains an open question. In Appendix D we also discuss that although there seems to be a scaling advantage of the DW2X over the SQA simulations, the results are also inconclusive given that the scaling of the DW2X might be slightly different due to any sub-optimal annealing times. We leave it to future work to optimize the annealing time of the DW2X because it is beyond the scope of this work given the sizable computational requirements needed.
c. Quantum annealing performance for Hamiltonians with higher-order interactions -A question not addressed to date is the performance comparison between quantum annealing architectures with 2-local and k-local (k > 2) interactions within the scope of real-world applications. For example, the CCFD mapping used in this work (see Appendix C for details) natively contains cubic (3-local) and quartic (4-local) interactions and one might think a quantum annealer natively encoding those might have an advantage over 2-local terms. Perhaps one of the most remarkable findings in this study from our SQA simulations is that working directly with a Hamiltonian containing such quartic interactions does not seem to help quantum annealing with a transverse field, because b phys (SQA/Q) < b phys (SQA/P). Note that this result is in contrast to the behavior of the classical algorithms considered here. In the case of SA there seems to be an advantage for solving the instances in the PUBO representation over the QUBO [b phys (SA/Q) > b phys (SA/P)]. In the case of PTICM, b phys (PTICM/Q) ≈ b phys (PTICM/P). These remarks on the physics scaling have a significant impact on the scaling from the application perspective. Note that while in all the classical methods there is a clear preference to solve the problem in the PUBO representation, the case of SQA shows no advantage for the quantum annealer in the PUBO representation. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 11 for the higher percentiles above the median, there seems to be a slight preference of SQA/Q over SQA/P not only in the absolute value of computational effort measured in TTS [see last data point in Fig. 11(d) ], but also in scaling terms.
The insight to be extracted from the SQA simulations in the context of this CCFD application is that simply adding higherorder terms would not necessarily imply any enhancement in the performance. This result is striking for two reason.
First, because in the application scaling we plot the TTS results vs N gates , then when changing representations from PUBO to QUBO, there is a natural tendency for b app (Q)/b app (P) > b phys (Q)/b phys (P). This is because N Q is always greater than N P , and therefore even in the case of comparable physics scaling slopes as is the case of PTICM with b phys (PTICM/Q) ≈ b phys (PTICM/P) this would imply that
valid in the asymptotic limit N gates 1 of interest here. Therefore,
Here we have used that, in this limit, N P ∼ α P←g N gates and N Q ∼ α Q←P N P , and both, α Q←P and α P←g are greater than 1, as shown in Fig. 9 . Second, the penalties of the locality reduction ancillas change the energy scale and it is expected that stochastic solvers such as SA (which heavily depend on the barriers in the energy landscape) also suffer from the new QUBO energy landscape with taller barriers. This is indeed what we observe because b phys (SA/Q) > b phys (SA/P). Note that PTICM seems to be more resilient to these barriers and, as discussed before, b phys (PTICM/Q) ≈ b phys (PTICM/P). Both of these driving forces would imply that the application perspective scaling of quantum annealing working in the PUBO representation should be better than in the QUBO representation and it is not what we observe here. This second explanation is reasonable and a good indication that SQA is doing a good job at not 11feeling" these taller barriers, something that could be explained by means of quantum tunneling.
From the first argument it follows that b app (SQA/Q) ≈ b app (SQA/P), implying that b phys (SQA/Q) < b phys (SQA/P) which is quite distinctive and different from what we observe in the classical approaches. It is clear that SQA is having a harder time traversing the PUBO energy landscape and finding the ground state in this representation, despite the smaller problem size. One plausible explanation is that the transversefield implementation is not powerful enough to take advantage of the compactness of the PUBO energy landscape. We thus emphasize that any development of new architectures with klocal couplers with k > 2 should be accompanied by developments in more sophisticated driver Hamiltonians, such as the inclusion of non-stoquastic fluctuations.
d. Impact of the limited connectivity -Here we address the issues that occur with limited-connectivity hardware (see Fig. 3 ). From the physics scaling perspective, Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6 show that there are no major effects in solving the problems with the QUBO or with the chimera representation. This seems to be a common feature across classical and quantum approaches. Following the argument just previously made in the case of the PUBO vs QUBO discussion, we show that
Here, α C←Q = 3.5026 from Fig. 9 . Although it has always been expected that more connectivity should be better, to the best of our knowledge this is the first demonstration that having a quantum annealing device with more connectivity can have a significant impact when solving real-world applications. Our results, within the context of the CCFD application, show that the advantage here is not simply an overall prefactor improvement in the TTS but that an important asymptotic scaling advantage is expected as well.
e. Comparison of quantum annealing with generic and tailored algorithms for CCFD -The main question that motivated this study was if quantum annealing can efficiently solve CCFD problems. Figures 5(b) and 6 show that from the application perspective the scaling of the DW2X quantum annealer and of any of the SQA variants considered here does not look favorable for quantum annealing. In fact, the DW2X does not even scale better than simulated annealing (SA/P). One of the major challenges for devices with a small finite graph degree connectivity (such as the DW2X with the chimera topology) is that to solve real-world applications it carries all the qubit overhead from the transformations PUBO to QUBO over to chimera. However, the application scaling can be improved. For example, reducing the number of qubits needed to represent the application would most likely improve the scaling performance. In Sec. C we present an alternative and more efficient mapping that we aim to explore in further studies. It is important to note that the new mapping improves the performance of SA and PTICM accordingly. Note that from all the approaches, the most efficient with the best scaling is a SAT-based solver developed by our team for this study which excels in this strong-fault modelbased diagnosis of multiplier circuits. The SAT-based solver does not depend on any of the PUBO, QUBO or Chimera representation because it has the advantage of constructing its own variable representation and set of satisfiability constrains directly from the propositional logic level shown in panel (a) of Fig. 3 . Although all other classical stochastic solvers used (SA, PTICM, and SQA) might work directly with the propositional logic as well, the evaluation of the cost function would be highly nonlocal compared to the evaluation of the difference in energy required for the Metropolis update in the case of the polynomial evaluation. By nonlocal we mean that if we were to work with only the fault variables and use the propositional logic instead of constructing the PUBO and including the internal wire variables, then we would need to propagate from inputs all the way through each gates and their health status assignment to obtain the predicted outputs and subsequently an effective energy that can be used in the Metropolis update. For every pair considered in an Metropolis update, the whole process need to be applied and later subtracted. In contrast, in any of the polynomial representation, because all the faults and wires variables are considered, the evaluation of the energy difference can be applied very efficiently by only considering the few terms that change the energy by the respective variable flip. Most importantly, because the main point of this contribution is to compare with algorithms that could be implemented in QA architectures, we did not explore this implementation. We leave it as an open question whether algorithms like SA can have a better scaling on that propositional logic representation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Regardless of the substantial efforts in benchmarking, the study of early generation quantum annealers has been done exclusively with synthetic spin-glass benchmarks. However, comprehensive studies comparing several quantum and classical algorithmic approaches, including state-of-the-art tailored solvers for real-world applications, had been missing. In this work we present a comprehensive benchmarking study on a concrete application, namely the diagnosis of faults in digital circuits, referred in the main text as CCFD. More specifically, we provide insights on the performance of quantum annealing in the context of the CCFD instances by performing an asymptotic scaling analysis involving five different approaches: quantum annealing experiments on the DW2X compared to three classical (SA, PTICM, and a CCFD-tailored SAT-based solver), and extensive QMC simulations, most of them on three different problem representations (PUBO, QUBO on the native CCFD graphs, and QUBO on the DW2X chimera topology), for instances of multiplier circuits of varying size. It is important to note that by asymptotic analysis we refer to conclusions drawn from the largest problem sizes accessible to us to experiment with in each of these approaches.
We have analyzed the problem with two foci: a physics perspective and an application-centric perspective. The emphasis of the physics perspective is similar to previous representative benchmark studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 50] , that aim at probing the computational resources of quantum annealing, and to answer questions such as whether it is even possible in synthetic data sets to prove an asymptotic quantum speedup, or to address the role of quantum tunneling, among other open questions in the field. Within our physics perspective we add several issues not thoroughly considered in other benchmark studies.
For example, what is the impact in the computational scaling of solving the problem directly with Hamiltonians natively encoding many-body interactions beyond pairwise as those naturally appearing in real-world applications? What is the impact in the scaling from solving the problem instances on (hypothetical) physical hardware with different qubit connectivity constrains, e.g., by comparing the quantum annealing performance on connectivity graphs dictated by the CCFD instances and the minor-embedded representation in the DW2X Chimera graph?
From this physics perspective we show that our instances are hardest when compared to any of the proposed random spin-glass instances (see Fig.. 4) . Intrinsic hardness is one of the long sought-after features when performing benchmark studies [11, 16, 20] , therefore making our CCFD instances currently the best candidate for benchmarking the next generation of quantum annealers. In particular, because these problems stem from real-world applications, in contrast to random synthetic benchmarks on the native D-wave's chimera graph which have been dulled not only for giving an advantage to the hardware but also for lacking practical importance [51, 52] .
We also address the question of whether SQA can reproduce the scaling of the DW2X for the CCFD application. Although the results in Fig. 8 might lead to the conclusion that clearly SQA has a different scaling than the DW2X, the fact that most likely the DW2X is running at a sub-optimal annealing time might be distorting the scaling and resulting in a better apparent scaling. More extensive studies with enough data points -where one can optimize for the optimal annealing time -might reveal the real scaling of the device. Although this is, in principle, feasible on quantum annealers, the main challenge might rely on SQA simulations which are already at the limit of what is computationally feasible. In Appendix D we discuss the apparent different scaling of SQA with a linear schedule compared to SQA with the same schedule as the D-Wave device and the challenges on drawing any meaningful conclusions about the difference in scaling between the DW2X and SQA. From the choice of schedule perspective, we find that within SQA as a solver, the linear schedule seems to be more efficient, but most likely not bringing any scaling advantage.
When compared on the same representation (either native-QUBO or Chimera-QUBO) we show that both, SQA and the DW2X have a limited quantum speedup by showing a scaling advantage over SA. We arrive at this conclusion assuming the DW2X scaling obtained here is not drastically affected by the non-optimal annealing time, which is very unlikely due to the large difference in the slopes between SA and SQA and DW2X. These results confirm the presence of quantum tunneling in the DW2X; a quantum speedup restricted to sequential algorithms [21] similar to the Google Inc. study on the weak-strong clusters instances [19] . One important highlight here is that ours is the first demonstration on instances generated from a concrete real-world application and where the multi-spin co-tunneling needs to happen more often on the strongly ferromagnetically coupled physical qubits encoding the logical units from the original QUBO problem. Although it is encouraging to see that such co-tunneling events seem to be happening in the hardware at the problem sizes considered here, the minor-embedding mapping logical variables into physical qubits in the hardware usually involves the generation of long "chains." Further studies need to be performed using larger instances to see if this advantage remains, and where longer "chains" with 10 or more qubits would be more frequent. The comparison against other generic solvers like PTICM or tailored solvers like the SAT-based solver developed here, were not favorable for our SQA simulations and DW2X experiments. It is important to consider that both, SQA simulations and DW2X experiments, were done with stoquastic Hamiltonians as the only ones available in current hardware. It is expected that non-stoquastic Hamiltonians will bring a boost in performance [53, 54] , although it is an open question if they will have any asymptotic scaling advantage.
The application-centric perspective is more challenging and raises the bar significantly for quantum annealers. Here, we find that the tailored SAT-based algorithm performs best. We note that the performance is even better that the PTICM algorithm, which is currently the state-of-the-art in the field [55] . Although the results using quantum optimization approaches as seen from the application perspective are not that encouraging, our study suggests next steps to be taken in the field of quantum optimization. First, there is a clear need for higherconnectivity devices. Second, our SQA results suggest that adding higher-order qubit interactions [42, 56] to new hardware might require also the addition of more complex driving Hamiltonians.
This rather extensive study should be considered as a baseline for future application studies. We do emphasize, however, that the conclusions should be interpreted within the context of the particular CCFD application. Furthermore, the results are for the specific case of conventional QA with a transverse field driver. The poor performance of quantum annealing should be seen as an incentive for the community to address important missing ingredients in the search for quantum advantage for real-world applications. Other variable efficient mappings (as shown in Appendix C 2) could also provide a performance boost. We note that the latter should also provide an advantage for classical solvers, because larger systems could be studied. A detailed performance comparison of our CCFD benchmarks to other mapping strategies [29] will be done in a subsequent study.
Further adding other features, such as better control of the annealing schedules via "seeding" of solutions [57] , and the subsequent developments of classical-quantum hybrid heuristic strategies [57] [58] [59] [60] will likely lead to breakthroughs in quantum optimization. However, more simulations are needed to guide the design of new machines. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purpose notwithstanding any copyright annotation thereon. We thank Delfina Garcia-Pintos for the implementation of the libraries used in the bootstrapping analysis of the slopes and their confidence intervals of our asymptotic analysis. We also thank Tayo Oguntebi for initial support and discussions related to this CCFD application. We also thank Catherine McGeoch for feedback on an earlier version of this manuscript. The quantum hardware employed consists of 144 unit cells with eight qubits each, as characterized in Refs. [8, 61] . Postfabrication characterization determined that only 1097 qubits from the 1152 qubit array can be reliably used for computation, as shown in Fig. 7 . The array of coupled superconducting flux qubits is, effectively, an artificial Ising spin system with programmable spin-spin couplings and magnetic fields. It is designed to solve instances of the following (NP-hard [62] ) classical optimization problem: given a set of local longitudinal fields {h i } and an interaction matrix {J ij }, find an assignment s
Here, |h i | ≤ 2, |J ij | ≤ 1, and s i ∈ {+1, −1}. The subscript "C" is to emphasize that the spins are within the chimera graph, and to differentiate these from the other two representations studied in the paper at the PUBO (s P ) and QUBO (s Q ) level, respectively. Finding the optimal set of variables s * is equivalent to finding the ground state of the corresponding Ising classical Hamiltonian,
where σ z i is a Pauli z matrix acting on the ith spin. Experimentally, the time-dependent quantum Hamiltonian implemented in the superconducting-qubit array via
with H b = − i σ x i the transverse-field driving Hamiltonian responsible for quantum tunneling between the classical states constituting the computational basis, which is also an Eigenbasis of H p . The time-dependent functions A(τ ) and B(τ ) are such that A(0) B(0) and A(1) B(1). In Fig.8(a) , we plot these functions as implemented in the experiment. t a denotes the time elapsed between the preparation of the initial state and the measurement, referred to hereafter as the annealing time.
QA as an algorithmic strategy to solve classical optimization problems exploits quantum fluctuations and the adiabatic theorem of quantum mechanics. This theorem states that a quantum system initialized in the ground state of a timedependent Hamiltonian remains in the instantaneous ground state if the Hamiltonian changes sufficiently slow. Because the ground state of H p encodes the solution to the optimization problem, the idea behind QA is to adiabatically prepare this ground state by initializing the quantum system in the easy-to-prepare ground state of H b , which corresponds to a superposition of all 2 N states of the computational basis, and then slowly interpolating to the problem Hamiltonian,
In a realistic experimental implementation, the quantum processor will operate at a finite temperature, and in addition to thermal fluctuations, other types of noise are unavoidable, leading to dissipation processes not captured in H(t). Deviations from adiabaticity affecting the performance of the quantum algorithm seem to be a delicate balance between the quantum coherence effects and the interaction with the environment, responsible for, e.g., thermal excitation (relaxation) processes out of (into) the ground state [23, 63] .
Determining the optimum value of t a is an important and nontrivial problem in itself. To the best of our knowledge this question related to the scaling of t a in a noisy environment is still largely unexplored, with progress only in the case of canonical models [64] . From an experimental standpoint, the main limitation is the limited size of the available quantum devices, but now with new generation of devices with more than 2000 qubits the question is within reach in the case of synthetic data sets [50] . Studying this question within the context of real-world applications is now within reach. We will leave this study for future work.
Appendix B: Methods a. Simulated Quantum Annealing (SQA) -QMC simulations are performed using a variant of the continuous time QMC algorithm [34] , which we refer to here and in the main text as SQA. We build clusters in the imaginary time direction in the same way as done in Ref. [34] . However, because here we study frustrated systems, we do not build clusters in the spatial directions. To flip segments of finite imaginary time extent, we use the Metropolis algorithm [65] . This algorithm was also used in previous benchmark studies of the D-Wave devices [12, 13] .
In the SQA simulations we use a linear schedule. We fix the diagonal interaction strength B(τ ) = 1 and vary the transverse field strength as A(τ ) = Γ 0 (1 − τ ), where τ is the annealing time and Γ 0 is the initial transverse field strength; see Fig. 8 . We use different values of Γ 0 for different problem representations. Γ 0 = 0.8 for PUBO, Γ 0 = 1.6 for QUBO, and Γ 0 = 6 for instances on the chimera graph. These representations are referred as "P," "Q," and "C," respectively, in the main text. In addition, we also implement the A(τ ) and B(τ ) annealing schedule used in the DW2X device, as depicted in Fig. 8 .
b. Estimation of the time-to-solution (TTS) -For stochastic algorithms, the time-to-solution depends on the desired confidence, i.e., the probability P required such that the solver produces the target solution. For example, in all previous studies the level of certainty required from the solver was 99%, i.e., P = 0.99, and the relevant metric, denoted R 99 is the number of repetitions needed such that the probability that the solution is found is at least once is 99%. Let us denote by p s the success probability to obtain the target solution in a single execution or repetition of the solver. Because the probability F of not observing the solution after R P repetitions is F = (1 − p s ) R P = 1 − P , the number of repetitions R 99 needed to obtain the desired solution with probability at least 99% is
Therefore, the time-to-solution (TTS) under this criteria is the product of R 99 times the time it takes to perform one execution or each repetition, t rep :
For the DW2X, t rep was set to the annealing time of 5 µs. For SA, QMC, and PTICM, t rep can be estimated as:
with MCS opt the optimal number of Monte Carlo sweeps (MCS), i.e., the number of MCS that minimizes the TTS and t su the time it takes to make a MC spin update. In the case of PTICM, the values of MCS opt include a factor of 120 coming from the 4 replicas and 30 temperatures considered in our implementation. Additionally, we multiply by a factor of 1.2 to account an estimated 20% overhead coming from other steps in the PT implementation and not present in SA, such as swaps of configurations and cluster updates. Here we optimize the TTS per instance to obtain the best scaling for each algorithm. The computational effort of the algorithm optimization of this procedure compared to optimizing over different annealing times as proposed in Ref. [13] should yield comparable scaling results. We prefer this approach because it required the same computational effort as analyzing the data at different annealing times and it provides more reliable information on the intrinsic difficulty of each instances. For example, in the limit of very large annealing time, where all the instances have probability one, most instances have the same computational effort and it is not possible to identify which instances are intrinsically harder. This is related to the problem with reported DW2X scaling for small instances, for which the minimum available annealing time is greater than optimal. Note that p s is a function of the number of MCS, in the same way that it is a function of the annealing time in the case of the DW2X. Therefore, we estimate p s for different values for the number of MCS, calculate R 99 and from the values considered we select the optimum. Since one MCS involves N updates [66] , with N the total number of spins in the problem, then to calculate the computational effort we need to multiply by N and by the effective time it takes to perform and evaluate each of these updates. The value t su is different for each of the algorithms (e.g., SA vs SQA) and for each of the different representations (QUBO, PUBO, or chimera). The times estimated and used for the case of the CCFD instances are: t Fig. 4 and Fig. 8 . For the case of Fig. 4 , and to give the best performance for each data set, we optimized for R 99 as described above for every instance of each of the CCFD and random spin-glass data sets. Given that all the data sets were run with PTICM and under the same computational resources, we plotted directly the wall-clock time required after the aforementioned optimization of M CS opt .
To capture the computational scaling of SQA as a simulator of a hypothetical quantum annealer [denoted as SQA(q)] we used the same optimal values of MCS opt used for SQA but we do not multiply by the factor of N . In this way we take into account the intrinsic parallelism of quantum annealers. The prefactor t su is changed as well to an arbitrary constant parameter, denoted t SQA(q) we can tune to make all the lines in Fig. 8 to have a similar TTS as that value obtained by the DW2X device. The values used here were t SQA(q) ls = 5 ns and t SQA(q) dws = 1.3 ns.
Because the SAT-based solver described below is significantly different from the other stochastic solvers mentioned above, to estimate the TTS we run the SAT-solver 1000 times per instance and compute the TTS for each run. From this distribution of TTS values, we pick the 99% percentile as the TTS value we report since it matches the definition of the time needed to observe the desired solution c. SAT-based solver tailored for CCFD -The SATbased model-based diagnosis solver is implemented as follows. First it adds a tree-adder to the fault-augmented circuit to enforce the cardinality of the fault. Second, the formula is converted to Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). Finally, a SAT solver is called n times, first for computing all zerocardinality faults, then for all single-faults, etc., until a fault of cardinality n is found. For our implementation we have used the highly optimized SAT-solver LINGELING [55] . It is a deterministic SAT-solver that uses highly-optimized Boolean search enhancements, including symbolic optimization, occurrence lists, literal stack, and clause distillation, etc.
d. DW2X programming details -When programming a quantum annealer to solve real-world applications, the process of minor-embedding introduces many other parameters that do not exist when benchmarking quantum annealing with a random spin-glass benchmark. One common misconception is that implementing real-world applications is harder because of the minor-embedding procedure. Although more efficient embedding strategies are always desirable, we want to emphasize here that it is not the main challenge when programming the device since heuristic algorithms solve this problem reasonably well [45] . It is also important to note here that the NPhardness of finding the smallest minor-embedding (with respect to number of qubits) is largely moot, because the smallest minor-embedding is often far from optimal in terms of per-formance. For example, from our experience, sometimes it is preferable to have an embedding that uses more physical qubits but that has shorter "chains" representing logical variables. In our work we generated 100 embeddings per instance regardless of the problem size.
The main challenge (the curse of limited connectivity [67, 68] due to quantum annealers having a bounded number of couplers per qubit) does not lie in the minor embedding problem, but rather in the setting of the additional parameters once the minor-embedding has been chosen. Although proposals exist to cope with this challenge [46, 69, 70] , the optimal setting of parameters is a largely open problem and one of the most important ones affecting the performance of quantum annealers as optimizers [46] . In this work, we use the strategy proposed in Ref. [46] to set the strength J F of the ferromagnetic couplers, which enforce the embedding, and for gauge selection.
In addition to setting J F , we must also distribute the logical biases {h i } and couplings {J i,j } over the available physical biases and couplings {h k } and {J k,l }. The key consideration in parameter setting is the noise level of the programmable parameters of the quantum device. The noise margin of the D-Wave 2X machine ish j < 0.05 for biases andJ k,l < 0.1 for couplers in a normalized, hardware-embedded problem, with the difference due to the difference in dynamic range.
We aim to divide the logical parameters as much as possible over the corresponding physical parameters subject to this precision limit using the following heuristic, which is similar to but distinct from that of Ref. [70] . Consider a logical bias h i that corresponds to N i hardware qubits. If h i /N i is greater than the 0.05 noise threshold, then each physical qubit j is given a biash j = h i /N i . If not, we consider the n i hardware qubits within the chain that have nonzero inter-chain couplings. If h i /n i is greater than the threshold, we evenly distribute the logical bias amongst these n i physical qubits. Finally, if neither of these strategies exceed the threshold, we assign the logical bias completely to hardware qubits with the lowest number of intra-chain couplings, breaking ties uniformly at random. The remaining hardware qubits within the chain are given a bias of zero. We distribute the logical couplers J i,j in a similar way. Suppose that the chains for logical qubits i and j have N i,j physical couplers between them. If J i,j /N i,j is greater than 0.1 (noise threshold), we evenly distribute the logical coupling amongst the N i,j available physical couplers. Otherwise, the logical coupling is completely assigned to a single physical coupler uniformly at random from the N i,j options.
Appendix C: Mapping of minimal-cardinality fault diagnosis for combinational digital circuits to PUBO and QUBO
In this section we describe in detail two mappings of the fault diagnosis problem to QUBO, via a mapping to PUBO. The original instance consists of a set of m gates, each with a specified hard fault model. Excluding the inputs and outputs to the circuit, let
n indicate the value on every wire in the circuit. For gate i, let y i ∈ {0, 1} * be the values of the input wires and z i the value of the output wire. These are not new variables but rather alternative ways of referring to the variables x. For example, if wire i is the output of gate j and the first input into gate k, then x i , z j , and y k,1 all refer to the same variable. Let g i (y i ) ∈ {0, 1} be the Boolean function indicating the action of gate i, and F i (y i , z i ) ∈ {0, 1} be the predicate indicating whether the combined input y i and output z i are consistent with the fault model for gate i. Several examples for g i and F i are given in Tables I and II, respectively. 
Bian et al. [29] have also used fault diagnosis as a test bed for benchmarking novel techniques in quantum annealing. They used Satisfiability Modulo Theory to automatically generate functions representing the cost function and constraints, whereas here we do so manually, as described in this section. Their approach is further differentiated from the present one by their use of problem decomposition and locally-structured embedding.
Note that we describe the mapping to pseudo-Boolean polynomials over variables taking the values {0, 1}, while the Hamiltonians in physical quantum annealers directly represent functions of variables taking the values ±1, i.e., Ising spins. The two representations are equivalent with the following transformation:
for b ∈ {0, 1} and s ∈ {±1}, with the latter being the conventionally used for physical implementations on quantum annealers, as in, e.g., Eq. (A1). Note that the substitutions leave the degree and connectivity of the polynomials unchanged. 
numfaults that is zero when z i = g i (y i ) and is one when z i = g i (y i ) and F i (y i , z i ). Its behavior when z i = g i (y i ) and not F i (y i , z i ) only need be non-negative; penalizing that case is left to H gate . The following meets our needs:
To penalize the case when the output z i of gate i is inconsistent with the input y i but not in a way allowed by the fault model, we use
(C13) The overall energy function for each gate is simply
Each H (i) is cubic, and can be reduced to quadratic using a single ancilla bit. As with the explicit mapping, in certain cases a single ancilla may be shared among multiple gates.
For a single input-output pair, the implicit mapping naturally generalizes to multiple fault modes, by considering a combined fault mode that is the conjunction of the multiple ones, i.e., using F i = OR(F i,1 , . . . , F i,µ ). Some examples, e.g., stuck at one or first input, are shown in Table II . This does not apply to multiple input-output pairs because it does not enforce that all copies are subject to the same fault mode. For particular gates and sets of fault models, it is likely most efficient to use a modification of the explicit mapping, as shown for the stuck at 0 and stuck at 1 cases above.
Logical penalty weights
Without loss of generality, in this work we have chosen only one penalty weight λ for both λ (i) gate , which penalizes a mismatch between the input and output of a gate in the absence of a fault, and λ (i) faultset , which enforces the fault model. That is, λ
Setting λ = N gates + 1 suffices to guarantee that the global minima correspond to a valid diagnosis, i.e., those solutions (x, f ) such that H gate (x, f ) = H faultset (x, f ) = 0. Any valid diagnosis has energy H(x, f ) = H numfaults at most N gates , so any violation of the constraints incurring a penalty at least λ = N gates + 1 yields a total energy greater than that of any valid diagnosis.
A weaker condition to require of the penalty weight λ is simply that the ground state of H is a valid diagnosis. That is, an invalid state (i.e., one that violates at least one of the model constraints) may have lower total energy than some valid state, but not than a minimum-fault valid state. One simple upperbound on the minimum number of faults is the number of outputs, which thus also serves as a sufficient lower bound on λ.
In the case of the multiplier circuits with k-bit and l-bit inputs, the length of the outputs in simply k + l bits, which is much smaller than N gates .
Nevertheless, a much lower value of λ may suffice in practice for a particular set of instances. It is desirable to use the smallest λ possible, because when the coefficients of the Hamiltonian are rescaled for a hardware implementation, larger values of λ lead to higher precision requirements, which may not be met by limited-precision devices. For the generation of the PUBO expressions in the circuits considered here, up to mult8-8, we used a value of λ = 4, regardless of the size of the circuit. With the help of the complete SAT-based solver, we checked that, for all the instances studied here, this value sufficed to ensure that the ground state corresponds to a valid diagnosis.
However, we did generate observations, not included in this study, for which λ = 4 was insufficient. This was extremely rare, from no such examples in the smaller circuits to at most one in five hundred for the largest circuits. Because we used the first hundred randomly generated instances for each size, λ = 4 sufficed for every instance used; this was highly likely though not guaranteed.
A more common event that we had to filter in the instance generation was the appearance of random instances where the minimal solution contains no faults. These are easy to eliminate since one can easily verify whether the output corresponds to the multiplication of the inputs and therefore the solution to our problem is trivial with a minimal fault cardinality of zero. It is interesting to note that in diagnosis task such instances are still valuable, since one considers not only the minimal cardinality but also the runners up could provide valuable information about the circuit. For example, it could be the case that there is indeed a fault in the circuit but the output observations still match the desired output, but the fault can only be unmasked for example, by using another observation in the circuit. The problem of selecting the best inputs to probe faults in circuits is another interesting NP-hard problems in its own. We focus here in the minimal cardinality case, given an input/output pairs.
PUBO to QUBO reduction
The cost function of the CCFD problem is initially expressed as a pseudo-Boolean expression (i.e., PUBO) of degree greater than two. We then transform the higher-degree PUBO expression into a quadratic one by using a conjunction gadget. The conjunction gadget introduces an ancilla bit q i,j that corresponds to a conjunction of two bits q i and q j in the PUBO, replaces all occurrences of the q i q j with q i,j , and adds a penalty function so that in any ground state of the QUBO expression the ancilla bit is appropriately set, q i,j = q i q j . We use the penalty function [22, 71, 72] H ancilla = δ(3q i,j + q i q j − 2q i q i,j − 2q j q i,j ),
which is zero when q i,j = q i q j and at least δ otherwise, where δ > 0 is the penalty weight. The penalty weight δ needs to be large enough that states violating the ancilla constraint have energy much larger than the ground energy of the original PUBO expression, thus preserving the low-energy spectrum.
As with the logical penalty λ, we would like δ to be as small as is necessary in order to minimize the precision needed to implement the cost function on a hardware device. For each logic gate in the CCFD problem, we determined that the following values to be best, as a multiple of the logical penalty weight λ:
δ AND = δ OR = 2.5λ; δ XOR = 2λ.
Appendix D: SQA versus DW2X
Here we address in more details the question of whether SQA has the same scaling as the DW2X device and the comparison of the two schedules used in the SQA simulations. The linear schedule tends to underestimate the scaling exponents for easy problems and small systems sizes, when the required number of sweeps is small. This is because there might not be enough QMC time to remove the segments in the imaginary time direction that have different spin values.
For the DW schedule (dws) we cut the first 10% of the schedule. First, the initial part of the D-Wave schedule is not necessary because it is very easy to equilibrate QMC when the transverse field strength is large enough. Second, that leads to shorter simulation times as it takes roughly the same time to run the first 10% of the schedule as to run the rest of the schedule. This is because the SQA simulation time is roughly proportional to the transverse field strength and, in the first part of the schedule, the transverse field is largest. Strictly speaking, one probably can cut more than 10% of the initial schedule. One can also cut some fraction of the schedule at the end, but that will not improve simulation times significantly. However, that could lead to a different scaling for easy problems and small small problem sizes. This difference in scaling then could be fictitious and it might even disappear for larger systems sizes.
Therefore, it is difficult to make any conclusive statements about the apparent difference in scaling and significant further work is required to address this issue with more certainty. Besides emphasizing that such comparison are not straightforward, these further simulations and parameter fine-tuning is beyond the scope of this work. 
